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CADCG practical – programming part 4: 

B-Spline curves 

B-Spline curves and the Cox-de Boor algorithm 
 As previously done with the Bezier curves, implement the P function from the 

nbspline class (file TP4/api/nbspline.cc), that handles the computation of the B-

Spline curves. This time you have to use the Cox-de Boor algorithm that you will 

find at slide 82 of the “Course 4” lecture. 

The function: 

int findspan(const std::vector<double> &knots, 

             int nknots,int deg,double u) const 

 

returns an index i such that u lies in the interval [ui, ui+1[ for the nodal sequence 

knots of length nknots for the degree deg. 

 Compile and test your program, the B-Spline curve must appear in the window. 

Closed B-spline curves 
We wish to draw two closed B-spline curves with control points located on a full circle. The 

curves themselves will not be circles. 

The first curve will use a non-uniform nodal sequence with interpolating first and last control 

point. The second curve will use a uniform (and thus periodic) nodal sequence. The functions 

to implement are located in the file: TP4/test/curves/main.cc 

 Define the first closed curve in the function init_bspline_nonuniform. 

The curve must use a non-uniform nodal sequence and interpolate its first and last 

control point. 

 Define the second closed curve in the function init_bspline_periodic. 

The curve must use a uniform nodal sequence. You will have to locate the control 

points in an adequate way in order to close the curve. See slides 57-62 of the lecture 

CADCG_04 for an example. 

Try to be general: the curves have to remain closed for any number of control points and 

any degree. You can get inspiration from the function init_bspline. 

 

Make sure to send the modified files (nbspline.cc and main.cc) to m.purnode@uliege.be 

with the mail title “[MECA0524-1] TP4” for Sunday October 18, 2020 at 23:59. Please 

include the different files in a zip folder with a title in the form “s140673_TP4.zip”. 
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